
HE RESEARCHES his audience, tailors his talks to their needs and creates 
magic to change lives. His transformational speaking has inspired 
audiences to action all over the world.

Dr. Martin’s Keynotes can be summed up in THREE WORDS:

WWW.DARENMARTIN.COM    TEL: 469.471.5548

REVENUE 
GENERATION

ENGAGED 
EMPLOYEES

REAL-WORLD 
CULTURE 

TRANSFORMATION

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

WSJ & USA TODAY 
BESTSELLING 
AUTHOR 
of multiple prominent books ensures 
people will be talking about fresh content 
long after the event.

One of the best keynotes I’ve heard in years. 

Great takeaways for business and life!

Daren crushed this talk. It was the highlight of the event!

If I could give his presentation 10 stars, I would.

EVANTA EXECUTIVE SUMMIT FEEDBACK

Daren Martin is one of our absolute go - to speakers. 
He is a delight to work with and this is the kind of 
feedback we get...

KATHRYN MARTINI
Content Manager | Evanta a Gartner Company

ENGAGE DR. MARTIN for your next conference or 
meeting and translate an extraordinary experience into:

BOOKING DR. MARTIN IS AS EASY AS 1,2,3
1. Schedule an Exploratory Call
2. Verify Alignment
3. Book the Date!

DAREN has built an international 
and highly popular professional 
speaking practice with a 
prestigious client list that includes 
organizations, such as:

MESMERIZING
MEMORABLE 
MOMENTUM

DAREN employs captivating stories, 
relatable examples, and powerful hooks 
to keep attendees coming back to 
what they learned, while 
accelerating meaningful change.



KEYNOTE SPEAKER

LET´S TALK 
ABOUT YOUR 
EVENT

For Availability Contact:
Elise Martin, Chief Marketing Officer
469.408.0179
Elise@DarenMartin.com
www.DarenMartin.com

DAREN 
MARTIN 
IS YOUR SPEAKER!

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, 
THIS IS FEEDBACK FROM HIS CLIENTS. 

• Provide a great talk that is emotional, novel, and memorable.
• Be entertaining, interesting, dynamic and produce real lasting changes.
• Do advance preparation to understand your audience.
• Spend meaningful time with attendees.

IF YOU WANT A 
SPEAKER WHO 
WILL...

Best Speaker we’ve had.
John Casey | Harvard 
Business School Club

Daren clearly stands out as one 
of the best we have ever had. 
Mike Lyons | Smart 
Meetings. 

His message is fresh, 
practical and can be applied 
by all sizes of business 
owners in all industries and 
professions.

John Meetz | The 
Alternative Board

Daren’s humor, passion and insight electrified our family of franchisees. He was the highest ranked 
speaker of the meeting and they are asking for him to return!
Arlene Johnston, Co-Founder & VP | Burger 21 International

Daren Martin was one of the best keynotes we 
had to date. He truly immersed himself into the 
fabric of our convention, attending events before 
and after his presentations. We were all impressed 
with Daren’s effort to understand our culture and 
objectives. I wholeheartedly recommend Daren. 

Steve White, President & CEO | PuroSystem LLC


